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About This Game

Take a deep breath and prepare for a tranquil journey through the seasons with Storm, an atmospheric, ethereal experience
where you use natural phenomena to guide a simple seed to fertile soil so it can take root and spring to life.

Embrace the subtleties and strengths of nature to move a broken branch, fill a small pond or make snow fall to solve puzzles and
create natural paths. Take your time and explore nature's nooks or simply enjoy the ambiance as you float, blow and bounce a

seed to the perfect place to take root. Relax and enjoy Adventure, Challenge or Spirit modes, each set in gorgeous environments
and enhanced by soothing, nature-inspired soundscapes.

Gorgeous Environments: Interactive environments react to your every move as you make a path for your seed's journey
through 49 lush levels.
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Background Soundtrack: Enjoy the soothing soundscapes created by indie developer and musician Terence Lee, who
also came up with the original concept for the game.

Three Modes Over Four Seasons: Choose between Adventure, Challenge and Spirit modes for multiple levels of
enjoyment.

Natural Controls: Use either an Xbox 360 Controller for Windows or a mouse and keyboard to manipulate the elements
at your own pace.
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Title: Storm
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Eko Software
Publisher:
Eko Software
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Vista, 7 and 8 (32 or 64)

Processor:Dual Core 2 GHz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:Memory 256 Mb, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT or NVIDIA GeForce 7900 GTX or more recent model

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:1300 MB HD space

English,German,French,Italian
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I have owned this game for over two years and i bought two seperate editions for each computer when (if i remember correctly)
i bought the basic Armada 2526 and the expansion Supernova at $20 a pop. Twice, once for each computer. So now i have
bought it on Steam and i have laid out $100.

Now i can play it on either computer without porting problems.

The game is by far more interesting to me as my years of playing it go on.

Yes, it needs some creative tinkering to make it an even better game in forms of management. I would love to be able to find
just the planets that have reserch staions that have become obsolete so i can both remove them and replace them without going
through hundreds of planets,

But if you like broad expansive strategy as well as figuring out how to make an economy work I think you will like this "game
of chess with few limits.". Got this game on an awesome special so I don't have many greviences. It's a fun game when you are
winning but fairly frustrating when you aren't, the reason this is, is not because the game is too hard but rather the game doesn't
allow for much variety in strategies. You will restart over and over untill you find the one strategy that works. This makes it an
unbalanced strategy game because you may as well watch a bot vs bot match on any RTS and pretend you are one of the bots.
With that said, when you are winning it's quite enjoyable and would be a VERY decent game if this feeling was well
maintained. If you find it on special it is likely worth whatever experience you get but I would not pay full price.. The server
browsing is broken, but you can invite your friends, and the game is great, even if you don't have enough audible feedback on
when you get hit, or when you move, everything is quite well-balanced, despite the exploit allowing infinite multiplayer
respawn. Manoeuverability is excellent, and controls are crisp, git gud or get rekt. Music might be a tad repetitive after a while,
but is mostly OK. Trying different ship builds is a lot of fun, and bosses are no joke. Some might say it's not the prettiest game
out there, but you don't need a PC from 2033 to run it, and appearances are for shallow people. I bought a 4-pack for my
friends, and I'm about to buy another one. This probably is one of the best early access games ever.. This is easily one of my
favorite VR games and is perfect for the platform. Extremely well polished and fun, you can tell the devs put a lot of work into
this game and they've made great strides since this started in early access.

The physics feel great and as a tennis player it also feels satisfying. It's not a bad workout too. There is plenty to do and the
sound design is top notch.

I saw a couple reviews here that it hurt their wrists, this really shouldn't be the case as you should swing more like it's a tennis
racket than a ping pong paddle.

Anyway, I highly recommend this one!!!!. For the price i purchased it for 1$ it was worth it. However the original price of 5$ i
would say it needs a bit more.
Here are some suggestions for the developers (just some of my ideas, you don't have to implement them)-
1.add more weapon types like a grenade that has a low rate of fire but shoots small bullets after a bit of traveling or a machine
gun that is like the normal gun but is shoots faster with lower damage
2.new enemys like a fast enemy melee enemy or a grenade enemy(see above)
3. single boss enemys at every 10th level would add some variety
4. a practice mode to learn the enemys attack patterns
5. a small tutorial or a pop up to quickly show the basics of each weapon on first boot up
The games graphics are great I love the pixel design you guys went for
P.S. I just started playing may provide a update later. I just love the visuals! Very nice environment indeed. The open world
invites to be explored with Windstorm and it is just fun discovering unexpected sights :-)
Controls need a little getting used to, but once you familiarized yourself with them, gameplay is a breeze :-)
Definitely enjoyed Ostwind so far :). a very good starter pack
features in the pack:
1. slow but somewhat useful rifle
2. a cosmetic soldier costume
3. drone pet
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cons:
1. you start with no ammo, so the rifle is near useless.
2. the drone doesnt do anything useful other than for looks.
3. the rifle is pretty slow to be considered one, firerate is almost like a pistol.. does not work with Windows mixed reality
headsets due to out dated version of unrela engine
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It wasn't to bad intially for a low budget\/low spec turn based Dungeon Crawler. Waiting for turns can be painfully long. So be
prepared to whip out that smart phone or tablet and game on something else between turns. The seemingly longer turn waiting
late game finally killed my interest in playing this game that I never ended up finishing it.. Been playing the game more, up to
Stage 27 but cant do it ;X

Its really good game, different than other puzzle games, well worth $3!

To the developer, i notcied a few things

1) Sounds bugged out at the beggining of some levels
2) My retries seem to not display after 100ish. I play this on my gear vr sadly but it's gr8. Strongly recommended - excellent
OST.. i managed to get my songs to download after first checking off the dlc in Library, then completely quitting steam, then
restarting and checking them back on. Very Entertaining game. The more you play the more addicted you become. considered
as light weight game as it take few hard disk space . so Highly Recommended!!! I'll rate this game 10 of 10. Tiny Brains is an
excellent co-op puzzle game that I think anyone can enjoy. It's not portal, but it's still an excellent game, what really makes this
game shine is when you play it with a bunch of friends- and that's the point. If you're going to solo play this, I think your time is
better spent, but as a co-op game its definitely a great experience to test friendships working out puzzles, since each person is
handed a single tool in your toolkit.

My only complaint about the game is that I wish there were more puzzles, DLC is likely in the future, but even so when my
friends and I did our first playthrough it only took us 90 minutes- there are some challenge modes, which are definitely great to
extend it's lifetime, as let me tell you, working together with 3 other people to keep the ball on the endless rotating pillar is
pretty exhillarting and full of suspense, and when you do fail you just try to do it better again.

Finally, I will say this, the game is available on the PS4, and if you have one I would reccomend you get this game for the PS4
instead. The game's strength is as a couch co-op\/party game. Its easy to play, it's kid friendly (if you're wondering) and the
single player mode just honestly doesn't bring the same entertainment playing it with friends is. As of this moment, I think this
is the best party game to get for a PS4, definitely something to grab if you were looking for a reason to invite your buddies over
to play your PS4 with you.. This game is promising if they continued their work on it. I admire games like this, megaman bn
kind of tactics. I do hope it to finish
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